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Where will future improvements to genomics 
prediction come from?



Genomic Prediction

Complex Trait MappingRolf et al. 2012, Smith et al. 2019





Sequencing opportunities

Declining 
Costs

● Declining costs of 
sequencing

● Evolving tech landscape

● Low-pass

● Imputation



Future utility of sequence information 
in genetic evaluations

• Orders of magnitude more information!
• Leveraging functional annotations
• Causal variant discovery & implementation
• Feature selection genomic prediction
• Integration… is another issue





Imputation visualized

49.2 miles
47 minutes

Unimputed chip genotypes: 
Look for 1-second every ~5 minutes!

Sequence-level genotypes:
A 1-second look every ~5 seconds!



Rowan et al. 2021

The Power of Imputation



If our goal is to identify causal mutations, 
Imputation quality matters!

Ya et al., 2017



What does accurate imputation need?

● A large set of accurate reference 
haplotypes 
○ Higher density chip or sequence
○ More is always better
○ Crap in crap out

● Good reference genome
● Recombination map

Marchini et al. 2010



Coverage considerations

Figure courtesy of Bob Schnabel (Mizzou)



Evaluating Imputation Accuracy
• Metrics

– Concordance: There’s a SNP here. Did I impute the right genotype?
• Deceiving at low minor allele frequencies

– Correlation
– Imputation quality statistic

• Truth set validation vs. internal software values



How to build a reference panel? 

Breed Specific Multi-breed



1) It’s really hard to impute a 
haplotype that you don’t observe!

2) A breed label doesn’t guarantee shared 
(or not shared) haplotypes



Diverse samples need a diverse imputation reference panel

Rowan et al. 2019Multi-breed reference

Within-breed reference



Imputation is just pattern matching!
Poorly-imputed 
individuals

n =50 Gelbvieh



Representation matters!

Breed Mean Min Max
Gelbvieh 0.998 0.994 0.999
Hereford 0.997 0.991 0.999
Holstein 0.997 0.995 0.998
Simmental 0.996 0.984 0.999
Angus 0.995 0.959 0.999
Jersey 0.995 0.991 0.997
Limousin 0.989 0.930 0.996
Nelore 0.981 0.977 0.984
Brahman 0.941 0.932 0.961
Gir 0.903 0.869 0.948
Romagnola 0.874 0.855 0.896
N’Dama 0.763 0.747 0.803



Room for improvement

Rowan et al. 2019



Choosing animals for a reference

• Highest progeny number?
– I’d argue we should sequence these regardless

• Sire/son sequencing = wasted resources
• Let genotype data drive sequencing 



Future opportunities

• Pangenome-aware imputation
– Imputing structural variation
– Further breed diversity

• Software developments
– Genotype callers
– Imputation algorithms

• Rare alleles



Troy’s recommendations to take or leave

• Sequence more animals!
– Be intentional about representing novel haplotypes
– And make the data public!

• Minimum of 10X coverage
• Don’t assume: Evaluate imputation accuracy
• Get creative with the extra ~30 million SNPs



Takeaways

? ? ?
?

Future improvements to 
genetic evaluations will 
rely on sequence-level 
genotype information

Whether low-pass or 
using chips, imputation to 
sequence level can add 
value to genomic 
resources

Imputation is pattern 
matching. Relies on high-
quality reference.

Continually improving 
references is essential. 
Minimum of 10X, choose 
animals with a plantrowan@utk.edu

(865) 974-3190   
Twitter: @TroyNRowan




